
We are happy to share this anecdote stating the enthusiasm and keen
interest of a student among schools around Sangli area. It is about Sachin
Santosh Patil, a 9th grade student from Takli Blowad Highschool (Takli
Bolwad, Sangli). Despite being handicapped, he loves to perform all the
practical engineering workshops using his only hand. His love for machines
goes to the extent that he is now able to explain the activity with utmost
details during rotation batch sessions. He performed the cutting and welding
of angles with fine edges and displayed his passion for the work.

We think that students like Sachin are the one who are utilizing the multi skill
foundation course for their better future. His passion makes us forget the
challenges that come while running this project. 

Budhgaon High School students channelized
the skills that they gained during the course in
supporting the school in various ways. One
anecdote that we wanted to share with our
readers is about the practical implication of
energy and environment courses by students. 

Students from Budhgaon High School
(standard 8) recently learnt the connections
and mechanism behind switch boards. When
some switch boards from the classrooms were
broken, these students took initiative and
used their skills under guidance of our
instructor and changed the switch using
toolkit. This incident itself proved the
usefulness of the Ugam project. 
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During this summer, students from Hunnar Gurukul
identified their social and environmental
responsibility in a very creative way. Sparrow is the
bird that plays an integral part in the ecosystem
and it is difficult to find a shelter for the bird in the
hot summer.
 
Sparrow is one of the birds that stays in human
habitat. Due to the decrease in numbers, Sakal, a
Marathi Newspaper, appealed to citizens with the
slogan ‘Let’s save sparrows’. Our students lend a
helping hand by making nests out of hollow
coconut sheets available in local food centres. 

Mr. Santosh Ramane (Architect from Kolhapur)
organized a Filler Slab workshop at Hunnar Gurukul
this month. The filler Slab technology is helpful in
reducing the cost of Steel, Concrete, Plaster and Paint.
Instructors along with students learnt this technology
with full interest. This knowledge will definitely be
used to cool the structures that students will work in
future projects. Such events are very helpful in
creating the skillful masons who will support the
environment conservation in the civil industry. 

Students from Hunnar Gurukul comes from diverse
backgrounds. Some do have experience in the course
subject and chose to learn here ,sometimes the course
stream has lineage in their families, but some are with
no work experience. We are proud to share the
experience of practical work of making chairs is done
by such students this month.

Students from Hunnar Gurukul are getting hands on
experience on the site of renowned architect Mr.
Pravin Mal in Sangli this month. They are involved in
creating beautiful, eco-friendly domes under
instructors’ guidance. We express our gratitude
towards Mr. Mali Sir for availing the opportunity to
our students to work on live site and test their skills
learnt in the masonry course.

Project Hunnar Gurukul

Coconut Shell Nests for Sparrows :
An Initiative by Students of Hunnar Gurukul
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Live project of Domes : Experience under Experts Slab Technology : A workshop for Green
Structure Learning

Making Chair from Stools  : 
A Practical journey of Carpentry

The task of making stools and chairs out of the stools
were assigned to these students from the carpentry
course. It was a challenge for students who were not
exposed to the skill and tools of this field, but they
made it possible under the guidance of instructors and
due to their quest for learning. The stools and chairs
were made with utmost finishing and with
professional touch. We congratulate the students and
Hunnar Gurukul team for their passion and grit.



The Skill On Wheel project is touching new heights of
popularity. Kids Paradise English Medium School,
Sangli invited Skill On Wheel bus to know more
about the endeavour on 13th March. 2021. We are
very happy to see that schools around Sangli are
taking interest in this multi skill foundation course. 

Food technology course at Late Dadukaka Bhide
child observatory was special this month. Girls
learnt to make tomato sauce and also wrote their
experience in their own words. 

This is an experiment of learning by doing and
reflecting in your own language to strengthen the
learning. It will help them to become skilful in sauce
making and open doors of opportunities in
processed food making industry.

Project Skill on Wheel

Skill for Future : 
Parents, Teachers visited the Bus
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Food Processing Sessions : 
Learning by Heart 

A girl student (9th Standard) from R V Gosalia
Highschool, Madhavnagar is working for part time
and attending the course. Our instructors could
see the passion of her to be skilful enough to start
working in any sector that will make her family
financially stable. Project Skill On Wheel is boon
for her life.

Awareness Drive Sessions I March, 2021

Learning Skill, shaping Future

Project Coordinator explained the functioning of the
bus and the skill that students will acquire after
joining this course. The school administration is also
invited to see the on location Ugam Project
classrooms based in Krishna Valley School, Kupwad
(Sangli).



A group of students at Budhgaon High School was
very happy about the engineering course. When
instructors asked the reason behind their
excitement, students replied, “Sir, we are going to
learn the process of constructing a house. 

We would also get familiar with the tools that used
to build our house”. It was very nice to see the
active involvement of students in the course
subjects. Project Ugam is helping students in
acquiring such employment oriented skills in
exciting way

The agriculture technique course at Nav Krishna Valley
School produced some practical results this month.
Students from school sowed the seeds of Brinjals
weeks ago and reaped fruits this week. They plucked
the brinjals by their own hand from the plant rooted at
the school field. They were really happy and realized
the hard work that goes in producing stuff that we eat
daily and wastes sometime. The field at school
produced 2kg Brinjals. Students shared some of it with
the coordinator and the staff as a token of gratitude. 

When Girl students produce 2kg Brinjals in 
school Farm... 
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 " We are excited to learn..." : Students of
Ugam Project

Project Ugam always encourages students to learn their
subjects by performing it outside the class. During the
painting subject under Engineering course, students
from Nav Krishna Valley School painted trees from the
school campus.

Fun and Learning : Painting the Trees at School

This was a very exciting task as students were
acquiring skill and making their school more beautiful
at the same time. This outdoor activity was conducted
under the instructor's guidance. The course can be a
medium to develop the school facilities while providing
practical learning opportunities for the students as well.

Project Ugam is nudging
the creativity of students
and imbibing the
responsible and helping
behaviour among students
as well.

Old Trash is now Useful Pot Holders in
School

Students of Nav Krishna Valley School have used
the skills learned through the multi-skill course for
the betterment of the school. All of them were
praised for their initiatives.



Where there is will, there is always a way. The idiom
perfectly explain Mahesh’s life. A boy from Snehalaya
Foundation, Ahmednagar (Maharashtra) who worked
hard and enjoyed the fruits of success after a hard
work.

Mahesh Vijay Jadhav born and brought up in his
maternal family. After 5th standard, he joined
Snehalaya (Ahmednagar, Maharashtra) for further
education. Mahesh is an orphan and knew that he had
to fight alone for his survival. But he had little idea
about what he wanted to do in future. His passion and
grit was visible in school days through games he played.
He was very good at cricket, volleyball and loved
dancing. 

In an event in Snehalaya, he learnt about ‘Cause To
Connect Foundation’. He grabbed this opportunity and
enrolled to Hunnar Gurukul after his 10th standard for
further education. 

Despite being new to the environment, he was keen to
learn the technicality of masonry course. As the course
progressed, he faced challenges in understanding
measuring tape and its usage; carving big stones for
construction was also new to him. At times he used to
feel low, but friends and staff at Hunnar Gurukul always
supported him and helped him in all ways. 

He learnt all the techniques by heart. His interest
developed as more innovative designs were introduced
into the training of masonry courses. 

One anecdote really stands out and shows his grit
during the arch building sessions. His arch used to fall
often, but he always used to approach the Instructor
and ask about his shortcomings while building the arch.
He never stopped attempting and built it again and
again till his instructor gave it a Green Signal. This grit  
 turned out useful for him in future as now he became a
master in building Arches and is in demand for such
buildings in the Civil industry. 

Mahesh’s life is the best example of a well carved life of
a young mind. He earned his confidence while building
the seven arch structures at a site in Amboli (Kolhapur,
Maharashtra).

While studying at Hunnar Gurukul, he used to visit
Snehalaya. On Diwali occasion, he applied his skills and
created an arch for Diwali fort competition and won
first prize as well. 

'Star' Connect - Mahesh Jadhav
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Mahesh kept developing his skills while working as
an intern in Bhuj (Gujarat). He had hands-on
experience of making dome, bricks and arranging
new designs here. He was part of a training session
under some foreign architects which refined his skill
to the next level. He learnt to build Mexican Domes
in this training session .

During the internship, Mahesh had an opportunity
to learn innovative Construction Techniques. He had
a unique expert experience of making mud bricks at
Velhe (Pune, Maharashtra). Incidents like this
boosted his confidence. 

During this internship, he built laterite stone walls
and worked under the guidance of Mr Prasanna Mali
(Sangli, Maharashtra) for an year. Such experiences
built an expertise and made him financially strong.
Currently, he is working on a site under guidance of
an Architect Pravin Mali (Sangli, Maharashtra). 

Mahesh could sense a drastic change in his
personality now. His learning journey opened a
different world for him. Like a butterfly coming out
of a cocoon, the shy boy from Snehalaya today can
handle the queries of the clients easily at the site.
He is looked upon as an idol in Snehalaya parivar. All
his teachers and friends are very happy to see his
career graph going up. 

He is a backbone of his family now. Mahesh used his
abilities and mold himself into a skillful artisan with
the help of Hunnar Gurukul. we are very happy to
share his story with you and wish him the best of
luck in future.
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"Hunnar Gurukul was turning point
in my life. I gained confidence to live

a dignified life now ! "
Mahesh Jadhav, Alumni of Hunnar

Gurukul, Class of 2018-19.


